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DESIGNING A 
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM 

EXPERIENCE

Next generation leadership program as 
part of the World Tourism Forum Lucerne

14 - 16 November 2021, Andermatt



The plan for today
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Welcome & introduction
Recap, agenda, team division

Inspiration - creating a point of view 
Interviews, persona & point of view creation  

Ideation - developing experiences 
Group brainstorming 

08:30 

12:00 

Concept development  
Creating a concept and cover story for the top idea 

Next steps & goodbye  
Plan for the plenary session & introduction of Guia 



The challenge:

Design a sustainable tourism experience for 2030

Team 1
Climate neutral 

traveling

Team 2
Technology-based 

tourism

Team 3
Community 

based tourism



Team division 

Team 1
Key focus: Climate 
neutral traveling

● Bianca
● Mariapia
● Thomas
● Tim-Martin

Team 2
Key focus: Technology-

based tourism

● Annelie
● Afra
● Renato
● Neha

Team 3
Key focus: Community 

based tourism

● Issa
● Daniel
● Sarah 
● Lea
● Muriuki



Our approach: from travel insights to a tangible, visualized concept

Conduct 
empathy 

interviews Develop 
personas & 
a point of 

view Ideate on how a 
sustainable tourism 
experience for 2030 

could look like Sharpen the idea 
with the help of a 
concept poster

Design a future 
cover story for 

the concept Pitch your 
cover story on 

stage in the 
plenary session

The challenge:
Design a sustainable 
tourism experience for 2030



EXEMPLARY GUIDING QUESTIONS FOR EMPATHY 
USER INTERVIEWS

Personal details
● Introduce yourself briefly? (Work, hobbies, living standards, family etc.)
● What’s your favourite holiday destination? (ice breaker)

Importance travel
● What comes to your mind when we talk about travel?
● What do you value when it comes to travel? Why?
● What challenges do you face when it comes to traveling & sustainability? Why?
● What is your opinion on travel currently? (Points of criticism?) Why?

Sustainability
● How do you think tourism will be impacted by sustainability going forward?
● Do you see any new opportunities for tourism as well? Could you explain? 

Focus on carbon neutral/technology/community: 
● What comes to mind thinking about …..
● How could that be turned into an opportunity?
● Who will be interested in solutions in this space?
● For which target audiences would this not work? why? 
● How do you see this trend evolving in the future? 

Develop an 
understanding of the 
general pains and needs of 
the targeted customer 
group and get a feeling for 
possible trend 
developments at the 
customer's end.

It is important to have an 
open and empathic 
approach in the interviews, 
the guiding questions 
should only support the 
interview structure.

GUIDING QUESTIONS GOAL



THE TASK
Conduct at least 2 interviews per person (each 
other and people on the conference) 

TIME
30 minutes (incl. individual coffee break)

OUTCOME
Learn about challenges and needs regarding 
(sustainable) travelling and your focus topic



Melanie

Key facts about persona

For Melanie traveling is deeply important. She always wants to explore 
new places and that every travel experience is adventurous, local and 
personal. During her spare time, she likes to socialize with friends, cook 
fancy dinners or watch Netflix. She frequently shares her experiences on 
instagram. 

Personality

Frustrations

• Things don’t turn out as 
expected from reviews and 
photos

• No data on mobile devices
• Too much time spent for 

booking
• Planning too far ahead
• No nice options available for 

last minute travels

«The best way to learn about a 
place is to live like the locals do.»

Goals / Needs

• Local and personal travel 
experiences

• Plan and organize travel 
itineraries with ease

• To get around a new place 
safely and without getting 
lost

• Experiencing new cultures 
and local cuisines

introvert

thinking

extrovert

improvising

Brands & Influencers

feeling

planning

Age: 28
Work: Marketing Coordinator

Status: Dating
Location: Berlin, Germany

analogdigital

premium deal seeker

plans ahead last minute

travels alone travels in company

desktop mobile

Type of traveller



Melanie

Age: 28
Work: Marketing Coordinator

Status: Dating
Location: Berlin, Germany

Point Of View (POV)

A POV helps to create a common understanding of the customer’s key problem as a 
starting point for the ideation. It’s a meaningful and actionable problem statement 
from the customer's perspective usually including specific insights and needs. 

Melanie (a young woman who mainly travels for experience) needs an easy way 
to plan her mostly last-minute travel experiences because she is annoyed by the 
time effort and missing options when planning her itineraries. 



THE TASK
Share your interview insights in your group and jointly 
create a persona and his/her point of view (POV)

TIME
35 minutes 

OUTCOME
A persona and POV relating to your team’s 
focus topic as a basis for the ideation



The challenge:

Design a sustainable tourism experience for 2030

Team 1
Climate neutral 

traveling

Team 2
Technology-based 

tourism

Team 3
Community 

based tourism



CUSTOMER TRAVEL LIFECYCLE ... … WITH DIFFERENT INVOLVED PLAYERS 

GOVERNMENT

TRAVELLER

HOST
(ACCOMMODATION, TRANSPORTATION, ACTIVITIES) 

Take the different perspectives into account when ideating



THE TASK
For each group, individually write down new tourism 
related product or service ideas for the defined persona 
and their point of view. Let your creativity go wild!

TIME
8 minutes, rotate to the next topic
8 minutes, rotate to the next topic
8 minutes, rotate to the next topic

OUTCOME
As many (crazy) ideas as possible for the 
different focus topics



CONCEPT POSTER 

Describe the conceptName

What are the 3 most important features? Who is involved or could make this happen?

Slogan

Who is the target audience? How will this change tourism as we know it?



THE TASK
In your group pick your favourite idea, jointly fill out the 
concept poster and decide for one person to present it.

TIME
30 minutes

OUTCOME
One further elaborated idea concept per group that 
answers some key questions of the idea to make it 
more tangible and clear, ready for feedback.



THE TASK
Present your concept poster and receive feedback from 
the rest of the group to iterate and improve your idea.

TIME
Pitch: 3 minutes 
Feedback: 2 minutes
for each group

OUTCOME
Learn about the other groups’ ideas and get feedback 
on your concept.



COVER STORY VISION CANVAS

MAGAZINE COVER
BIG HEADLINES
The big headlines 
about your business

THE 
INTERVIEW
The in -depth 
interview about your 
business

THE BOTTOM 
LINE
What does the 
finance section say?

TWEETS INSTAGRAM PICTURES

QUOTES
Some great quotes to go 
with your article

#HASHTAGS

@



THE TASK
Fill out your cover story template, incorporate received 
feedback, brief designer for the desired look & feel and 
decide for one person to present the cover at the event. 

TIME
30 minutes

OUTCOME
Show how a future cover story in 2030 for your idea 
concept could look like to inspire and convince the 
audience at the main stage with a one minute pitch. 



High -level outlook for tomorrow
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Moving Forward - WTFL Innovation Festival
Radisson Blu Hotel, Concert Hall

Next generation’s view on climate change 
14:45 - 15:05

● Interview with Marcus Bernhardt
● Short recap on what we did and why (Hester 

Bosma & Stephen Neff)
● Presentation of three solutions (1-2 minutes eac
● Comments about the solutions by Stephen Neff
● Discussion & closing

08:30 - 16:45 

17:00 - 18:30 Farewell Cocktails
Restaurant Biselli



WANT TO GET IN CONTACT?

Hester Bosma
+41 79 904 24 64

hester.bosma@etventure.ey.com

Vanessa Bucher
+41 79 534 58 75

vanessa.bucher@etventure.ey.com
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